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1. Introduction 

Advances made in the controlled deposition of Diamond-like carbon thin films with varying 

morphologies have pushed researchers to consider DLC as an alternative carbon-based material for 

electronic devices[1;2]. DLC is a metastable form of amorphous carbon that contains a mixture of 

tetrahedral sp3 and trigonal sp2 carbon hybridizations. The sp2 and sp3 amounts in the films depend on the 

variation of parameters and deposition processes [2]. also buried nanoparticles are believed to be an 

effective approach to tune the physical, chemical and electrochemical properties of  Diamond-like carbon 

films(DLC)[3].  

Scanning capacitance microscopy (SCM) and electric force microscopy (EFM) based techniques 

have been used to investigate fundamental and applied research processes with a wide variety of 

applications [4,5]. Depending on the AFM setup, electrical force, surface potential and capacitance 

coupling (∂C/∂z) between tip and sample can be measured in a single pass. KPFM and the (∂C/∂z) 

measurements are carried out, by applying an AC voltage to the tip and monitoring the tip response at the 

AC frequency[6]. The key in KPFM technique is the Digital Analogic Controller (DAC) used to apply a 

direct Vdc voltage to the tip in order to minimize the oscillating force at frequency ω. This is obtained 

when the voltage Vdc has the same magnitude as the surface potential VCPD, leading to Fdc=Fω=0. 

Therefore, the local value of Vdc that minimizes Fω is a measurement of the difference in surface potential 

between the tip and the local studied surface[7]. 

Thus, the electric force in an EFM measurement can be written as a combination of three terms 

[12 ] : 
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Where Vdc and Vac are the DC and the AC components of the potential applied to the tip, 

respectively, and VCPD is the contact potential difference between tip and surface. The applied AC signal 

(Vac) creates oscillating electrostatic forces to the cantilever at frequencies ω and 2ω. Therefore, from 

equation 3 the electric force at frequency 2ω is directly proportional to (∂C/∂z). As described in the block 

diagram in Figure1, this signal is measured from amplitude output at lock-in #3. A tip moves in tapping 

mode over the surface and a laser reflected from the cantilever to a four quadrant-photo detector 

monitoring the tip deflection. The mechanical vibration of the tip close to its resonance is used to deduce 

the topography, normally by keeping the vibration amplitude constant and moving the z direction of the 
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piezo (first feedback loop over lock-in #1). Additional AC voltage with a much lower frequency is applied. 

This AC voltage gives rise to the two signal forces, as described by formulism above and reported in more 

details recently by some co-authors [8] .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Block diagram 

during single pass scanning.   

Buried nanostructures can be characterized by capacitance coupling ∂C/∂z, the authors of ref [9] 

investigate carbon nanotubes percolated inside a polymer matrix. Nevertheless, the surface is flat and the 

KPFM signal does not show any sign of the buried nanostructures. However, they are clearly identifiable 

in the ∂C/∂z image. In the same reference finite element based in modeling was carried out for direct 

information and access to the electrical properties of the buried nanostructures, and provides a physical 

model for the interaction of the carbon nanotubes with the surrounding matrix. 

Although DLC can be deposited at low (<200 °C) substrate temperature it exhibits properties of 

graphite and also crystalline diamond. [10] . The combination of those properties are chemical inertness 

[11], optical transparency [12], high mechanical hardness [13], low friction coefficient [14], and very high 

electrical resistance [12], which together make DLC very attractive for use as a protective coating [14,15]. 

However, unmodified DLC films are electrically insulating, which prevents their application in several 

fields, including for electronics. Recently we reported a solution to overcome this problem using silver 

nanoparticles buried in DLC films. DLC-Ag is an attractive material for electronic devices. In addition, 

we measured electric carriers in DLC-Ag films after being scratched, which had improved  potential in 

the trenches due to silver nanoparticles spread in the trenches [16]. 

2.0 Materials and Methods: 

TiO2:DLC production: DLC film with 0.5 µm of thickness was deposited by plasma enhanced 

chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) system model NPE-4000 from Nano-master. The plasma discharge 

was assisted by a load-locked parallel plate reactor using a Pinnacle Plus power supply from, Advanced 

Energy, and the operating parameters were controlled by computer. The film was deposited onto silicon 

(n-Si (100); ρ < 0.004 Ωcm) and substrates.  

The deposition procedure was performed in two steps: plasma surface cleaning, and coating 

deposition. The precursor for DLC film was methane gas (CH4). The following constant conditions were 

used in all steps: 7.0 Pa of working pressure, 200 W of power, 4.5µs pulse, and 100 KHz of frequency. 

The variable parameters were deposition time, temperature, and precursor mass flows as presented in an 

early article [17].  

 

After DLC deposition, the DLC surface was treated with alcohol vapor, stirring TiO2 in anatase 

nanoparticles phase, the vapor was produced in ultra sound under laminar flow. The TiO2 were finally 

    ∂C/∂z 
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anchored in the DLC matrix by an additional further thin DLC layer deposited over the TiO2 nanoparticles. 

The final sample comprising layers of DLC and TiO2 nanoparticles are show in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 – Schematic process of TiO2:DLC preparation 

 

Raman spectroscopy: The atomic arrangement of the sp2/sp3 rate in DLC surface with and 

without TiO2 anatase phase buried in DLC were analyzed by Raman scattering spectroscopy, using a 

Horiba LabRam HR Evolution system with an Ar+ ion laser ( = 514 nm), operated with backscattering 

geometry. The laser power on the sample was ~0.6 mW, and the diameter of the laser spot was 1.0 m. 

The Raman shift was calibrated in relation to the diamond peak at 1332 cm-1. All measurements were 

carried out in air at room temperature (294 k). 

SPM measurement: A commercial Park NX 10 SPM instrument was used. This instrument has 

three internal lock-in, enabling the implementation of the ∂C/∂z as described in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Results and Discussion 

The Ramam spectra results are presented in Figure 3, the plot has three spectra’s: red line is a plot 

from standard  TiO2 anatase phase. Black line is a plot from standard  DLC. Blue line is a plot from a 

mixture of TiO2 in anatase phase and DLC. The blue plot was measure from a delimitated area of 45 µm2 

with TiO2 cluster analyzed by Lab Spec 6 from Horiba  System. The plots comparison show the presence 

of anatase phase in DLC film confirmed by micro-Raman which exhibited four Raman-active modes 

associated to anatase structure: A1g (519 cm-1), B1g (397 cm-1) and Eg (144 and 636 cm-1) with a strong 

peak at 144 cm-1. [18]. These Raman optical active modes and represents vibrations as stretching or 

bending as described in table I also these modes are sensitive with temperature. The measurement was 

run out at environment air under 294k. The anatase nanoparticles were sprayed in a DLC as described at 

section 2. For comparison a pure DLC signature is presented as indicated in previous literature, with two 

bands, namely, D band with sp2 and sp3 disordered bonds and G sp2 graphite bonds centered at 1350cm-1 

and 1580 cm-1 respectively plotted in green lines[21]. 

Comparing Raman spectra from DLC films with TiO2:DLC films:, the TiO2:DLC presents the D 

and G bands displacement towards left, of 32 cm-1 for D band and 46 cm-1 for G band. This Raman shift 

is indicative of the presence of carbon clusters in aromatic rings and chain. The chains are regions that 

may occur bonds or connections with existing oxygen in the film. This oxygen present in the film coming 

from the deposition process and also from the anatase phase. This results comproved the anatase phase in 

DLC films and compared anathase and DLC peaks in Raman spectra. 
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Figure 3 Raman spectroscopy plot comparison from the TiO2 in anatase phase in red line, pure DLC film 

in black line and TiO2:DLC in blue line . 

 

The Raman-active frequencies and symmetry assignments using lasers in 514nm for the phonons 

in the anatase materials studied in this paper are summarized in TableI as described above. The 

experimental results using Ar+ laser in (514-nm) were compared with literature[26] and same peaks where 

found with small displacements for Ti-O stretching vibration and and O-Ti-O bending vibration. 

 

Table I- Raman active modes vibration comparison using Ar+ laser in 514 nm for anatase phase[26]. 
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Figure 4 shows the TiO2:DLC images obtained on KPFM analysis implemented using the single 

pass. Three distinct information modes were split in three images related with: topography, surface 

potential and ∂C/∂z as explained in equations 1-3. 

Figure 4(a) presents a topography image of the TiO2:DLC film. A mix of DLC topography with 

TiO2 clusters can be seen in this picture the total area presented roughness (rms) as 7nm. The height profile 

from Figure 4(a) was presented in Figure 4(d), from this profile was measured a cluster with 1.2 nm and 

also the profile roughness presented a mixture of DLC and anatase clusters that was identified by Raman 

analyses as TiO2:DLC.  

Figure 4 (b) shows the potential of surface from Figure 4(a). This image shows very low contrast 

between anatase phase buried and DLC. In another hand, Figure 4(c) shows ∂C/∂z image with higher 

contrast between anatase phase and DLC, where anatase phase presents lower ∂C/∂z compared with DLC 

region. Figure 4(f) shows the profiler from Figure 4(c) the profile presented a valley of 2 mV measured 

from cantilever deflection by AFM photodetector. The valley can be indicated as a region where positive 

ions were carried out, this area is sufficient to develop an electric dipole between TiO2 anatase 

nanoparticles and DLC surfaces. Just to compare from literature important new results from carbon 

nanotubes phases buried in polymers was presented in Castaneda-Uribe and coworkers [16] they 

demonstrated depth sensitivity and spatial resolution of subsurface imaging of polymer nanocomposites 

using second harmonic mapping in Kelvin Probe Force. Recently Vieira L. and co-authors also published 

a KPFM study about silver nanoparticles spread in DLC after scratching tests. Best insulants materials 

has greater capacitance due to it the capacitance technique becomes very attractive to DLC with TiO2 

nanoparticles in anatase phase. TiO2:DLC can be used as charge carriers. 

Figure 4 - Topography, surface potential, 𝜕𝐶/𝜕𝑍 images, and cross-section plots obtained on TiO2:DLC. 

 

Conclusions: 

In this paper the Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) was used to compare electric potential 

distribution on the surface of nanoparticles buried in amorphous carbon. The capacitance gradient ∂C/∂Z 

map associated with Raman analyses improved the possibility to observe the charges carriers from 

nanoparticles buried in amorphous carbon as demonstrated.  

These chemical domains and surface potential distribution can be related with electron carries and 

electrical conductivity of TiO2 in DLC films. These regions with electron carries can be used to evidence 

1.2 nm 
2 mV 
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areas to attach  molecules or other  substances that qualifying DLC + TiO2 as unique materials with 

chemical, physical  and electrical properties for a broad range of applications that include electronic and 

energy storage devices. The advantage offered by these materials is that their properties can be tuned by 

the control of TiO2 nanoaparticles buried into DLC. 
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